
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

I.1 Background 

 Mass media possesses diversity in its forms and contents and it contains 

wide range of activities that could have effect on society (McQuail 1979, 8). The 

media is core means to human and through the media people experience or learn 

about many aspect of the world around us (Baran & Davis 2009, 215). So with 

diversity forms and contents, mass media is used as tool to experience or learn 

various aspect and it has impact on society. These features of mass media have 

been strengthened through role of English newspaper and emergence of new 

media.  

 Even though it uses different language, role of English press in non-

English speaking countries is same with general press that uses local language. 

The only difference is language and its position. English press is key information 

supplier to foreigners, visitors of non-English speaking countries or others who 

want to get information about certain countries (Chun 1998, 84). It means the 

English press could influence to more foreigners’ perception and view of certain 

country, in case of this paper, South Korea and U.S. 

 From this point of view, this research also set two English media, The 

New York Times and The Korea Times as object of the research. How two media 

cover two big international companies, Apple and Samsung is what this research 

want to find out. Two companies lead technology market especially smartphone 



market in the world and compete with each other not only in market share but also 

in patent right.  

 However the topic of sampled articles from two media is classified 

technology category and The New York Times and The Korea Times mostly 

cover hard news. It seems two media is not the best object for analysis news 

contents about Apple and Samsung. However, it is hard to say the topic is only 

classified in technology field. Two companies now lead current world smartphone 

market and they influence to not only economy in their own countries but also 

economy in the world and it could affect media reporting. Furthermore as 

aforementioned as English media how they cover Apple and Samsung could 

affect people in other countries too.   

 In case of The New York Times, one of objects in this research is press in 

English-speaking country, so it is meaningless to differentiate presses with 

language and feature of English press’ role explained in previous paragraph. The 

Korea Times, however, as English press in Korea, it has been working as bridge 

of information between Korea and other countries since 1950. The purpose of 

foundation The Korea Times proves its role in non-English speaking country. 

1950 was at Korean War and Helen Kim published first issue in order to report 

war situation locally and internationally (Koreatimes.co.kr 2008). It means it 

worked as key tool for connect the country to the world. 

 Furthermore, in Internet age, as official press, online English press 

provides credible news information to various people in the world so it has wider 

impact. Rate of the Internet usage has increased continuously. In the latest data 

from internetworldstats.com, 34% people in the world use the Internet and 



increased 566.4% from in 2000 (2012). Both two countries, U.S. and South Korea 

have high rate of the Internet usage. According to statistics from U.S. Census 

Bureau, as 71.7 % of households reported accessing the Internet (2011). In case of 

Korea, 82% households access the Internet (KISA 2012).  

 Naturally, online news usage statistics also has increased. The Internet 

news itself exerts its influence through strong points like immediacy and 

interactivity. In research conducted May 2011, about 30% of U.S. citizens 

answered they use to look for news or information about politics (U.S. Census 

Bureau 2012). The number of people who ever get news online was 76% in 2011 

and in same year, people who got online news yesterday was 45% (U.S. Census 

Bureau 2012). In case of South Korea, according to research from KISA (2012), 

70.5% of Koreans get the News via Internet.  

 Increasing the number of smartphone users also influences to online media 

usage pattern and two general features of online news, immediacy and 

interactivity have strengthen by development of mobile technology. Aaron Smith 

in Pew Research Center announced 56% of people in U.S. owned smartphone 

(2013). Among them, aside from phone calls, 93% of people use their 

smartphones for accessing content and information that involves online news 

(OPA 2012). In detail, 29% of them get local news, 24% get national news and 15% 

read newspaper content via their smartphone (OPA 2012). Among Korean 

smartphone users, 82.4% answered they use online news through their 

smartphone (KISA 2012). Aside basic mobile phone functions like clock, alarm, 

calendar and schedule, online news is third largest smartphone activities after 

mobile instant message and searching information. All of these statistics prove 



how much the Internet usage and online news usage have increased and influence 

to daily human life.  

 After the Internet is used as new powerful tools for journalists, they can 

deliver the news widely without any geographical barrier. Furthermore, various 

new types of contents, such as Interactive content, hyperlinks, true multimedia 

and archives, were emerged (Wilkinson, Grant & Fisher 2009, 145). Interactive 

content means people no longer passively accept the news but actively find what 

they want to read and watch. Through hyperlink people could get further 

information about the news and online journalists can supply articles in 

multimedia format. All these new kinds of contents arouse more interest and in 

more convenient way people can access to online journalism.  

 Despite strengths above, like traditional format of journalism, online 

journalism also could not be free from moral problems. Online journalism has 

faced several moral problems such as anonymity, identity, access to information 

and protection of intellectual property (Osborn 2001, 2). About the problems, 

whether traditional journalism standards could be applied for new media or online 

journalism is still debatable. Some state even medium has changed, journalists 

work under the same professional standards, but other assert different journalistic 

standards should be applied for different format of media (Evers 2001, 1). Online 

journalism’s creativity and possibilities like democracy, community, participation, 

and respect individual voices make it seems does not need harsh ethical principles 

or standards of journalism like traditional format of journalism but it does require 

(Friend & Singer 2007, xxv). 



  One of core value in journalism or unchangeable standards is objectivity. 

Schudson defined objectivity as tool for journalists that separate facts from values 

(2001, 150). The journalists should keep values or personal opinions outside of 

the article and even they convey values, it must be conducted base on facts (Wien 

2006, 5). If journalists lose objectivity, they are considered as partisan journalists 

reject inaccuracy, lie and give misinformation but do not hesitate to publish 

information from certain perspectives (Schudson 2001, 150).  

 Although Schudson understands concept of objectivity and other related 

concepts base on journalism practice in traditional format of media, print media, 

online journalism is no different from traditional one. As continuation of 

traditional media, online news easily loses balance and it threatens objectivity of 

online journalism.  

 

I.2 Identification of the Problem  

 About the patent case between Apple and Samsung, which began from 

2011, Apple won at the first ruling from U.S., federal courthouse in San Jose, 

California against Samsung and presses in both countries U.S. and South Korea 

shows different framing in covering the issue. Compare to press from U.S., 

Korean press report the issue lopsidedly through more focus on critiques about 

ruling, doubt about juries, counterattack of Samsung (Kang 2012, 19). According 

to research of Kang, some Korean presses use articles from U.S., which contain 

result of poll that is unfavorable to Apple and numerical economy that is 

favorable to Samsung (2012, 19). It shows Korean press has Samsung-protection 



frame in their reporting and it is still in jingoism or nationalistic reporting routine 

(Lee 2012, 6).  

 Even Samsung itself announced the company is in stateless condition, 

which means it deny to be considered as Korean company, Korean press still 

support and protect Samsung as Korean company (ohmynews.com 2012). Korean 

press breaks balance about the dispute between two big IT companies and after 

they were in stiff competition, about two companies’ new moves in technology 

field, the Korean press shows same pattern of reporting. 

 Kang argued in his research that U.S. press tends to more keep balance in 

covering the Apple and Samsung patent case and especially the New York Times 

covers both aspects, Apple and Samsung and also contains reactions from 

consumers (2012, 21). However in recent articles about Apple’s new iPhone 

launching, some The New York Times online articles covers the story in 

favorable way. It promotes new technological development in iPhone 5S in the 

article.  

 After competitive composition was formed through patent case, two 

companies’ new move in technology field get lots of attentions from media in the 

world. Even if an article covers only one of them as main topic, at least one 

paragraph mentions about the other company or their patent disputes still in 

progress. Then how online medias in each country covers stories about top U.S. 

electronic company, Apple Inc. and top South Korea electronic company, 

Samsung Electronic Co. Ltd.? Whether two online media from two countries, The 

New York Times and The Korea Times keep objectivity in reporting Apple and 

Samsung is key answer this research paper aims to get.  



 

I.3 Statement of the problem  

 How far objectivity The New York Times has in reporting new moves of 

Apple and Samsung in technology field?  

 How far objectivity The Korea Times has in reporting new moves of 

Apple and Samsung in technology field? 

 

I.4. Purpose of the Study  

 With reference to statement of the problem above, this paper aims to 

examine: 

1) Objectivity in The New York Times online articles that are about new 

moves of Apple and Samsung in technology field 

2) Objectivity in The Korea Times online articles that are about new moves 

of Apple and Samsung in technology field 

 

I.5 Significance of the Study 

 In academic view, this paper emphasizes importance of core value of 

journalism, objectivity. It is the most basic and fundamental value but easily 

violated. For this reason, research of this paper will be the chance to reaffirm 

significance of objectivity in field of journalism. 

 Students or researchers who study similar topic with this paper could use 

this research paper as reference data. Theoretical standards that professional 

journalists should follow are on textbook. However how far journalists keep the 

standards is rarely included so this research could provide specific number of 



standards application. This paper also uses quantitative content analysis as 

methodology of research so other researchers or students may consult this 

research paper to understand objectivity of online news content in numeric 

expression.  

 It also gives chance to public realize importance of objectivity in 

journalism. Different from students or researchers in journalism field, public just 

accept information from online news without any professional knowledge. In 

other words, they accept news information without or lack of journalistic 

standards. In case of this research object and subject, online media has impact on 

public’s perception about brand Samsung and Apple. This perception directly or 

indirectly influences to public’s consumption process. So when public meets news 

information, need to have considerable insight that could distinguish objectivity of 

the news. Through objective research, this paper proves how we can judge 

objectivity of online news.  

 Especially Korea journalism’s jingoism will be examined in this paper. 

According to citizen online journal, ohmynews, Patriotism or jingoism is the 

reason Korean journalism loses its objectivity in reporting the dispute Apple and 

Samsung (2012). So through this paper, Korean public and journalist could realize 

problem of national online media in object view and also could discuss solution 

for the problem.  

 

I.6 Organization of the Study  

 First of all, Chapter I introduces general background of this research. 

Background contains why researcher chooses the topic. In second section of 



Chapter I, Identification of the Problem explains more about topic and problem it 

has. In this case, lack of objectivity in online articles from two media, The New 

York Times and The Korea Times are topic and problem. After identifying the 

problem, it builds research question in one sentence and define purpose of 

research in form of answering research question.  

 Chapter II contains explanation about two objects of the research, The 

New York Times and The Korea Times. Before measure objectivity of articles 

from two media, it needs to understand brief history of two media and mission 

and vision they have. On the basis of history it has, the media company builds 

own mission and vision. Whether articles they provide to audience follow their 

own mission and vision is also important in this research and that’s why it needs 

understand about two objects.  

 Next chapter is ‘Literature Review.’ It contains understanding related 

theory and concepts that will be fundamental knowledge in research process. 

From the most general concept, communication to core concept, objectivity, will 

be defined in this chapter.  

 Chapter IV explains methodology will use for the study. This is the last 

chapter before the research so it provides outline for research process. In order to 

measure objectivity of in contents of articles, this study will use quantitative 

content analysis methodology. The conceptualized key concepts in Chapter III 

will be operationalized in this chapter and also it will explain the way of collect, 

sampling and analyzing data.  

 

	  




